Introduction
Vesicle trafficking is essential for the normal exchange of proteins and lipids between intracellular membrane compartments and is also frequently exploited by pathogens. Clathrin-coated vesicles (CCVs) are among the most abundant and versatile vesicles in the cell, mediating both endocytosis and transport between the TGN and endosomes (Robinson, 2015) . Packaging of membrane proteins into CCVs relies on sorting signals in their cytosolic tails, which are usually short linear motifs that bind transiently to proteins called adaptors. The adaptors also interact with clathrin and with one another and thus provide a link between the cargo and the clathrin scaffold.
Several motifs have been shown to be both necessary and sufficient for cargo selection into CCVs, including YXXΦ (where Φ is a bulky hydrophobic residue), [D/E]XXXL[L/I], FXN PXY, DXX LL, and the acidic cluster motif. The YXXΦ and [D/E]XXXL[L/I] motifs are both recognized by the adaptor complexes adaptor protein 1 (AP1) and AP-2, which sort cargo at intracellular membranes and at the plasma membrane, respectively. Both complexes are heterotetramers composed of two large subunits (γ/α and β1/β2), a medium subunit (µ1/µ2), and a small subunit (σ1/σ2). YXXΦ motifs bind to the µ subunits, while [D/E]XXXL[L/I] motifs bind to the σ and γ/α subunits. FXN PXY motifs interact with the phosphotyrosine-binding domains of some of the "alternative adaptors" that act at the plasma membrane, such as Dab2 and ARH, and DXX LL motifs interact with the GGA family of alternative adaptors, which act at intracellular membranes (Bonifacino and Traub, 2003) .
Less is known about how acidic cluster sorting signals are recognized. The first acidic cluster motif to be described was the SDS EEDE sequence in the cytosolic tail of furin, which not only confers TGN localization but also mediates endocytosis at the plasma membrane (Voorhees et al., 1995) . Since then, other proteins have been shown to contain acidic cluster sorting signals, including carboxypeptidase D (CPD; Eng et al., 1999) and the cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor (CIM PR) for lysosomal hydrolases (Chen et al., 1997) . In addition, the HIV-1 accessory protein Nef has an acidic cluster, which contributes to the down-regulation of MHC class I (MHC-I) from the plasma membrane of infected cells, enabling the virus to evade the immune system of the host (Greenberg et al., 1998) . In 1998, PACS-1 (phospho-acidic cluster sorting protein 1) was identified in a yeast two-hybrid screen as a binding partner for the furin cytosolic tail (Wan et al., 1998) and was subsequently reported to facilitate MHC-I down-regulation by Nef (Crump et al., 2001) . The authors of these studies proposed that PACS-1 links acidic cluster-containing proteins to AP-1 and thus causes them to become packaged into CCVs. However, other groups have found that PACS-1 does not behave like a CCV-associated protein Borner et al., 2014) , that binding of PACS-1 to the Nef acidic cluster is extremely weak (Baugh et al., 2008) , and depletion of PACS-1 by siRNA has no effect on either Nef-induced down-regulation of MHC-I Acidic clusters act as sorting signals for packaging cargo into clathrin-coated vesicles (CCVs), and also facilitate down-regulation of MHC-I by HIV-1 Nef. To find acidic cluster sorting machinery, we performed a gene-trap screen and identified the medium subunit (µ1) of the clathrin adaptor AP-1 as a top hit. In µ1 knockout cells, intracellular CCVs still form, but acidic cluster proteins are depleted, although several other CCV components were either unaffected or increased, indicating that cells can compensate for long-term loss of AP-1. In vitro experiments showed that the basic patch on µ1 that interacts with the Nef acidic cluster also contributes to the binding of endogenous acidic cluster proteins. Surprisingly, µ1 mutant proteins lacking the basic patch and/or the tyrosine-based motif binding pocket could rescue the µ1 knockout phenotype completely. In contrast, these mutants failed to rescue Nef-induced down-regulation of MHC class I, suggesting a possible mechanism for attacking the virus while sparing the host cell. (Lubben et al., 2007) or trafficking of acidic cluster-containing cargo proteins (Harasaki et al., 2005) . Thus, although PACS-1 might play a contributory role, it does not appear to be the acidic cluster adaptor.
Studies by Collins and coworkers (Roeth et al., 2004; Wonderlich et al., 2008 Wonderlich et al., , 2011 , and also from our own laboratory (Lubben et al., 2007) , have shown that knocking down AP-1 inhibits MHC-I down-regulation. There are also several studies showing that loss of AP-1 affects the trafficking of acidic cluster-containing cargo proteins (Fölsch et al., 2001; Meyer et al., 2001; Harasaki et al., 2005) . Thus, another possibility is that AP-1 itself may be the acidic cluster adaptor. This possibility is supported by a crystal structure of a complex containing the µ subunit of AP-1 (µ1), Nef, and the cytosolic tail of MHC-I, which shows the Nef acidic cluster forming electrostatic interactions with a patch of positively charged residues in the Cterminal µ homology domain (MHD) of µ1 (Jia et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2015) . However, the significance of these interactions has not been tested in vivo, so it is still unclear whether AP-1 sorts acidic cluster-containing proteins directly or via another protein or proteins and, if so, what those proteins might be.
We decided to use forward genetics as an unbiased way of potentially identifying both known and unknown proteins. Forward genetic screens have been used for decades on genetically tractable organisms such as yeast, leading to the identification of many important trafficking proteins, most of which are conserved in mammals. Until recently, however, these types of screens were not feasible in human cells, because of their diploid nature. Then in 2009, Carette et al. (2009) showed that forward genetic screens can be performed on a near-haploid human myeloid leukemia line, KBM7, by mutagenesis with a gene-trap virus. Using cell survival as a readout, the authors were able to identify several host factors that are hijacked by pathogens (Carette et al., 2009 Guimaraes et al., 2011) . Subsequent work by Duncan et al. (2012) showed that KBM7 cell mutants can also be selected using flow cytometry, to enrich for cells with increased or decreased surface expression of a protein of interest. Changes in surface expression have historically been used as a readout in screens to identify genes involved in membrane traffic; for instance, many of the yeast vacuolar protein sorting genes were identified by isolating mutants that mislocalized vacuolar proteins to the cell surface (Bankaitis et al., 1986; Robinson et al., 1988) . Therefore, we adopted this approach to look for machinery involved in the sorting of acidic cluster-containing proteins.
Results

Forward genetic screens in haploid human cells to identify genes involved in protein trafficking
To generate suitable cell lines for our screens, we stably transduced KBM7 cells with two different constructs, one with an acidic cluster and the other with a YXXΦ motif. Both constructs consist of the extracellular/luminal and transmembrane domains of the T cell protein CD8, which acts as a reporter, fused to distinct cytosolic tails ( Fig. 1 a) . The CD8-YAAL construct carries a YXXΦ sorting signal surrounded by alanines and was previously used in a genome-wide siRNA library screen (Kozik et al., 2013) , so it served as a positive control. The CD8-Furin* construct carries the cytosolic tail of furin, which normally contains both a YXXΦ motif (YKGL) and an acidic cluster motif. Because we were specifically interested in sorting machinery for the acidic cluster, we mutated the tyrosine residue in the YXXΦ motif to an alanine to render the signal inactive (Lubben et al., 2007) .
A schematic diagram of the screening strategy is shown in Fig. 1 b. The two stable cell lines were mutagenized using a gene-trap retrovirus that encodes GFP. When the viral genome inserts into an intron in the right orientation, the presence of a strong splice acceptor site causes the cell to express a GFP-fusion transcript terminated by a stop codon and polyadenylation signal. The loss of transcription of downstream exons creates a null allele, and GFP expression can be used to identify the gene-trapped cells. Two consecutive sorts were performed to isolate GFPpositive cells with either unusually high or unusually low expression of CD8 on the plasma membrane ( Fig. 1, b and c). Genomic DNA was then isolated from the cells, sites of retroviral insertion were amplified, and genes containing insertions were identified by deep sequencing. Hits were defined as genes containing more than one disruptive insertion, which were enriched in the sorted population compared with nonselected cells.
For the CD8-YAAL screen, there were no hits identified in the population with decreased surface expression but several in the population with increased surface expression. These included two known components of the clathrin machinery, CALM/PIC ALM (13 independent insertion sites) and dynamin 2 (DNM2; 6 independent insertion sites), as well as two other proteins involved in trafficking, SORL1 (6 sites) and SEC14L1 (5 sites), thus validating that the gene-trap method can be used to identify trafficking machinery. The CD8-Furin* screen produced only two hits with high surface expression. One was AP1M1, the gene encoding AP-1 µ1 (3 sites), and the other was WDR11 (3 sites), encoding a protein of unknown function ( Fig. 1 d) . There were also two hits with low surface expression, encoding Rab10 (5 sites), a protein involved in endosomal recycling to the plasma membrane (Shi et al., 2012) , and KLHL21 (3 sites), part of an E3 ubiquitin ligase complex (Maerki et al., 2009;  Fig. 1 d) . Thus, our forward genetic screens yielded both known components of the sorting machinery and potential new players.
Generation of μ1 knockout cells
We decided to focus on μ1 because of previous work suggesting that it might be the acidic cluster adaptor. Attempts to clone μ1-disrupted KBM7 cells were unsuccessful, so we generated μ1 knockout (KO) lines in HeLa cells using CRI SPR/Cas9. gRNAs were designed to target exons 2, 3, and 4 of AP1M1 (Fig. 2 a) . After transfection and antibiotic selection, cells were analyzed by immunofluorescence, using an antibody against the AP-1 γ subunit ( Fig. 2 b) because there are no suitable antibodies available against μ1. Loss of any one subunit of an AP complex has been shown to render the whole complex inactive (Meyer et al., 2000; Peden et al., 2002) , so potential KO cells could be identified in mixed populations by their diffuse cytosolic AP-1 γ labeling ( Fig. 2 c, arrows) . Such cells were abundant in populations treated with gRNAs targeting exon 2 or 4 but not exon 3. Single-cell clones were isolated from the mixed populations and analyzed by Western blotting, using an antibody raised against the μ subunit of AP-2, which cross-reacts with the μ subunit of AP-1 ( Fig. 2 d) . In cells lacking μ1, expression of other coat components, including clathrin and GGA2, was found to be normal (Fig. 2 d) . Genomic DNA was isolated from two selected clones, one for each gRNA, and sequenced across the region targeted by the gRNAs. In both cases, probable lossof-function mutations were identified, with no WT sequence remaining (see Materials and methods).
To confirm that loss of μ1 causes an increase in surface expression of acidic cluster-containing proteins, we transiently transfected WT and μ1 KO HeLa cells with the CD8-Furin* plasmid, together with a GFP-encoding plasmid to control for transfection efficiency. Surface labeling for CD8 was analyzed by flow cytometry, gating for GFP-positive cells. There was an approximately twofold increase in surface CD8-Furin* in the μ1 KO cells (Fig. 2 e) , validating the KBM7 cell phenotype.
CCVs in μ1 KO cells
Are the μ1 KO cells capable of forming intracellular CCVs? Knocking out AP1M1 in mice is embryonic lethal, but embryonic fibroblasts have been cultured from the KO mice, and the cells were reported to have no TGN-associated clathrin (Meyer et al., 2000) . However, when we performed electron microscopy on our μ1 KO HeLa cells, we were able to identify clathrin-coated profiles in the TGN region, although they were more difficult to spot than in WT cells because they tended to be smaller (mean diameter 65 vs. 86 nm; Fig. 3 , a and b). These are presumably nucleated by some of the alternative adaptors that normally act together with AP-1, such as the GGAs and epsinR. Interestingly, siRNA-mediated depletion of AP-2 from HeLa cells also causes a decrease in the size of clathrin-coated profiles, in this case at the plasma membrane (Motley et al., 2003) . In both cases, the reduction in size is probably related to the relatively large "footprints" of the AP complexes on the membrane and the smaller footprints of the alternative adaptors, most of which are monomeric (Hirst et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2015) .
We also investigated clathrin localization in living cells, by carrying out spinning disk confocal microscopy on control and μ1 KO cells expressing clathrin light chain conjugated to mCherry. Intracellular clathrin-coated structures can be distin- Figure 1 . Haploid forward genetic screens to identify genes involved in protein trafficking. (a) Cytosolic tail sequences of CD8 chimeras used in the screens. Sorting signals are indicated in color: YXXΦ, pink; acidic cluster, blue; mutated YXXΦ, gray. (b) Schematic diagram of the screening strategy. KBM7 cells stably expressing the CD8 chimeras were mutagenized with a gene-trap retrovirus encoding GFP. GFP-positive cells were sorted for unusually high or low surface levels of CD8 by two consecutive rounds of flow cytometry. (c) FACS plots corresponding to the three stages of the screen shown in b. (d) Hits from the CD8-Furin* screen. The screen identified both known components of the sorting machinery (AP1M1, Rab10) and potential new players (WDR11, KLHL21). Exons are shown as numbered boxes and introns as lines, with red triangles showing independent retroviral integration sites.
guished from those associated with the plasma membrane because of their different focal planes, and in both control and μ1 KO cells, we found clathrin-containing spots in the interior of the cell (Fig. 3 c) .
What machinery and cargo do intracellular CCVs contain when they form in the absence of AP-1? In previous studies, we have used stable isotope labeling with amino acids in cell culture (SIL AC)-based mass spectrometry to look for changes in CCV-enriched fractions when particular coat components are either depleted by siRNA or rapidly removed from the available pool using our knock-sideways (KS) system (Hirst et al., , 2015 . The KS system was particularly informative for AP-1, enabling us to identify ∼100 CCV proteins that are depleted twofold or more from our CCV fractions .
We used the same approach to compare CCV-enriched fractions from our two KO cell lines with CCV-enriched fractions from control cells. The values for selected proteins associated with intracellular CCVs are shown in Fig. 4 a (ratio of WT over KO, log 2 ), with the full data set (including non-CCV proteins) available in Table S1 and shown graphically in Fig. 4 b. In most cases, the changes were similar for the two KO cell lines ( Fig. 4 b) . Subunits of AP-1 were the most strongly depleted coat proteins (the reason μ1 has a finite number is that the control cells were grown in "heavy" medium, and not all of the protein had incorporated the heavy label), and the most strongly depleted cargo protein was CPD. Other CCV components, both machinery and cargo, were generally less affected in the KO CCVs than in our KS CCVs , and some were even increased ( Fig. 4 c) , indicating that the cells had managed to compensate for the loss of AP-1. For instance, three key pieces of machinery-ARF1, which is required for the formation of intracellular CCVs (Stamnes and Rothman, 1993) ; PI4K2B, a PI 4-kinase that contributes to AP-1 function and TGN/endosome sorting (Wieffer et al., 2013) ; and the alternative adaptor GGA2, which specifically sorts hydrolases and their receptors -are all strongly depleted from KS CCVs. However, ARF1 is barely affected in the μ1 KO CCVs, PI4K2B is increased, and GGA2 is unaffected in CCVs from the exon 2 cell line and increased in CCVs from the exon 4 cell line. The CCVs from the exon 4 cell line also showed a modest increase in GGA cargo, specifically the three hydrolase receptors (M6PR, IGF2R, and SORT1) and several hydrolases. Total levels of GGAs were unaffected in this cell line ( Fig. 2 d) , indicating that the cells had adapted to the loss of AP-1 by somehow making the GGAs work more efficiently.
Binding of µ1 to acidic clusters
The availability of μ1-null cells gave us the opportunity to test the importance of various binding sites in vivo, without any background from the endogenous protein. First, however, we wanted to test whether the electrostatic interaction between the basic patch in µ1 and the Nef acidic cluster seen in the crystal structure (Jia et al., 2012) also contributes to the recognition of endogenous acidic cluster-containing cargo proteins. This was particularly important because phosphorylation of serine and threonine residues in the acidic cluster has been shown to contribute to the sorting of proteins such as furin (Jones et al., 1995) , but the Nef acidic cluster is not phosphorylated.
Our strategy was to carry out GST pulldown experiments with recombinant proteins expressed in Escherichia coli. As prey, we used the C-terminal MHD of µ1, incorporating a His Bar, 20 µm. (d) Western blots of whole-cell lysates from WT and µ1 KO HeLa cells, probed with antibodies against the μ subunit of AP-2 (which cross-reacts with the μ subunit of AP-1), clathrin heavy chain, and GGA2. AP-1 µ1 is undetectable in the µ1 KO cells, while the levels of the other coat components were unaffected by the KO. (e) Loss of µ1 causes surface accumulation of the CD8-Furin* chimera. WT and µ1 KO cells were cotransfected with CD8-Furin* and GFP-encoding plasmids and analyzed by flow cytometry (10,000 cells/cell line). GFP-positive cells were gated (left, black rectangle), and overlay histograms were plotted to calculate the mean CD8 fluorescence of the gated cells (middle). The fold change in surface CD8 was plotted as mean ± SEM (right; n = 3 repeats, KO data pulled from two independent KO clones; **, P < 0.01; Student's t test).
tag for ease of purification followed by a myc tag for antibody labeling (Fig. 5 a) . The bait was GST attached either to the MHCI-Nef chimera that was used for crystallography (Jia et al., 2012) or to the cytosolic tail of furin ( Fig. 5 a) . Four furin constructs were made: WT furin tail (WT), WT with serine residues phosphorylated in vitro by casein kinase 2 (Phos), an acidic cluster mutant (AC-), and a YXXΦ mutant (AKGL; Fig. 5 b) . The seven recombinant proteins are shown in the Coomassie blue-stained gel in Fig. 5 c. Western blots of the pulldowns showed that the GST-MHCI-Nef and the GST-Furin-Phos constructs were most efficient at pulling down µ1 MHD. The nonphosphorylated WT furin tail bound only weakly, and the AC and AKGL mutants more weakly still, although consistently there was detectably more µ1 pulled down than with GST alone. These results indicate that the furin tail can bind to the µ1 MHD, and that phosphorylation of serine residues in the acidic cluster of the furin tail increases its affinity.
To obtain quantitative measures of these interactions, we performed isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments using furin-derived peptides (Fig. 5 b) . The phosphorylated furin peptide showed very clear and reproducible binding to µ1 with a K D of ∼22 µM, while the nonphosphorylated version of the same peptide bound with a weaker K D of 100-200 µM ( Fig. 5 d) . The binding of the phosphorylated peptide was dominated by a high enthalpic contribution of ∼16 kJ/mol, which was stronger than that observed for the nonphosphorylated peptide, suggesting a direct ionic interaction between the phosphates and the µ1 basic patch. ITC experiments with the furin peptide lacking the YKGL motif (AC only), or one in which four acidic residues were mutated to alanines (AC-), showed no measurable binding (K D > 300 µM) to the µ1 MHD ( Fig. 5 d) . We also performed surface plasmon resonance (SPR) experiments, in which µ1 MHD carrying a C-terminal Avitag (Cull and Schatz, 2000) was attached to the surface of a chip coated with streptavidin and the peptides passed over it as analytes. The K D for the phosphorylated furin peptide binding to µ1 was estimated at ∼35 µM ( Fig. 5 e) . We could not estimate a K D for the nonphosphorylated furin peptide, because the binding was too weak, whereas a TGN38 peptide carrying a canonical YXXΦ signal bound with a K D of ∼20 µM (unpublished data). Thus, all three types of experiments, pulldown, ITC, and SPR, showed that phosphorylation of the furin tail greatly increases its affinity for µ1.
To test the role of the basic patch more directly, we performed mutagenesis on the µ1 MHD. In addition to the basic patch, the µ1 MHD has the well-characterized "two-holed socket" which binds to YXXΦ motifs, with one pocket for the tyrosine and a second pocket for the bulky hydrophobic residue (Owen and Evans, 1998) . Interestingly, in the crystal structure of the µ1-MHCI-Nef complex, the first pocket is filled by a tyrosine side chain (Y320) from MHC-I (Y320; Jia et al., 2012) , explaining a long-standing paradox about why this tyrosine is essential for Nef-induced down-regulation when it is not part of a YXXΦ motif. The structure revealed that even without a bulky hydrophobic residue filling the second pocket, there are other interactions to stabilize the complex, including contacts between the Nef acidic cluster and the µ1 basic patch (Fig. 6 a) . We made three µ1 mutants: a basic patch mutant, in which all five basic residues were mutated to serines (K274S, K298S, K302S, R303S, and R304S; Jia et al., 2012) ; a YXXΦ motif binding mutant (W408S; Farías et al., 2012) ; and a double mutant with both binding sites impaired. The four purified proteins are shown in the Coomassie blue-stained gel in Fig. 6 b. We performed GST pulldowns as before, using the MHCI-Nef chimera, WT furin with and without phosphorylation, and GST alone as bait; and WT or mutant µ1 MHDs as prey. Fig. 6 c illustrates that the mutations in µ1 reduce binding, both singly and even more so in the double mutant. All three mutants were further tested for binding to the phosphorylated furin peptide by ITC and showed a clear decrease in affinity compared with the WT protein (unpublished data). However, quantification of these interactions was impossible because of the decreased mechanical stability of the mutants in the ITC cell compared with the WT protein. Similarly, we observed decreased affinity of the mutants for the phosphorylated furin peptide by SPR, while the YXXΦ-containing TGN38 peptide bound to the basic patch mutant (K D = ∼40 µM) but showed no appreciable binding to the W408S mutant.
Together, these data demonstrate that µ1 is able to bind to the cytosolic tail of furin in vitro and that the same basic patch on µ1 that was shown to bind to the acidic cluster of Nef in the crystal structure (Jia et al., 2012 ) also contributes to the binding of a phosphorylated acidic cluster signal in an endogenous cargo protein.
Rescue of KO phenotype by WT and mutant μ1
To test the importance of the interactions between µ1 and cargo proteins in vivo, we generated stable cell lines expressing ei- . Some proteins (e.g., PI4K2B and GGA2) behave very differently in the KO and the KS.
ther WT or mutant µ1 subunits on our exon 2 KO background. Fig. 7 a shows that all of the µ1-expressing cell lines had normal AP-1 γ labeling, indicating that all of the constructs were assembling into functional AP-1 complexes. Initially, we used flow cytometry to investigate the ability of the constructs to rescue the mislocalization of CD8-Furin* to the plasma membrane. Surprisingly, all three of the mutants rescued as well as WT µ1 (Fig. 7 b ). Next we looked at a CD8 chimera with the cytosolic tail of CPD. Consistent with a previous study making use of siRNA (Harasaki et al., 2005) , there was increased surface expression of the CD8-CPD chimera in the absence of μ1. However, there was efficient rescue of the mislocalization by all four μ1 constructs. We also analyzed the distribution of two endogenous AP-1-dependent cargo proteins, CIM PR and KIAA0319L, for which there are suitable antibodies available for flow cytometry. Again, surface expression of these two endogenous proteins was increased in the μ1 KO cells, but all four μ1 constructs rescued the phenotype (Fig. 7 b) .
A closer look at the cytosolic tails of the four cargo proteins showed that in every case, the tails probably contain mul- tiple sorting motifs. Furin has not only the YXXΦ and acidic cluster motifs but also potential dileucine motifs; CPD and KIAA0319L both have YXXΦ, dileucine, and acidic cluster motifs; and CIM PR has at least four different sorting signals ( Fig. 7 c) . Dileucine motif-containing proteins bind to the σ1 and γ subunits rather than the μ1 subunit, and some can bind to GGAs as well. In addition, there may be other as yet unidentified sorting signals that bind to other sites on AP-1, and/or to alternative adaptors. Thus, it appears that as long as the AP-1 complex is intact, most cargo proteins are sorted even if the μ1 subunit lacks one or more binding sites.
To get a more global view of possible changes in CCV proteins in cells expressing μ1 mutants, we performed proteomics analyses of CCV-enriched fractions, using SIL AC labeling to compare preparations from KO and rescued cells. Although there were differences in some of the exact ratios, probably as a result of experimental variation among preparations, all of the μ1 constructs rescued the KO phenotype, with accessory proteins and cargo showing normal incorporation into CCVs (Fig. 7 d) . These results are in good agreement with our flow cytometry data, and both sets of data suggest that cells are able to carry out normal sorting even with mutations in the μ1 subunit, as long as the complex is able to form.
Down-regulation of MHC-I by Nef cannot be rescued by mutant μ1
Finally, we investigated the effect of the μ1 mutations on down-regulation of MHC-I by Nef. For these experiments, we made use of HeLa cells stably expressing HLA-A2, because Nef does not efficiently down-regulate the MHC-I alleles that are normally expressed by HeLa cells (Lubben et al., 2007) . We repeated the KOs using the gRNAs targeting exon 2 and exon 4 and then rescued three different KO cell lines (two for exon 2 and one for exon 4) with each of the four μ1 constructs: WT μ1, basic patch mutant, W408S mutant, and double mutant. All 15 cell lines, as well as control cells, were transiently transfected with an internal ribosome entry site plasmid encoding Nef and GFP as a bicistronic message, to control for variability in expression levels (Schindler et al., 2003) . The cells were shifted to 26°C after 24 h, to enhance Nef-mediated MHC-I down-regulation . After a total of 48 h, they were surface-labeled for HLA-A2 and analyzed by flow cytometry. Histogram overlays are shown in Fig. 8 a comparing the surface HLA-A2 fluorescence in cells expressing moderate levels of Nef (gated for moderate GFP expression, gray) with the surface HLA-A2 fluorescence in cells not expressing Nef (GFP negative, white), for six representative cell lines. In control cells, moderate expression of Nef reduced surface HLA-A2 by 70%. The six cell lines were either transfected with a CD8-Furin* plasmid or with a CD8-CPD plasmid, together with a GFP-encoding plasmid, or they were directly labeled for surface CIM PR and KIAA0319L, and surface fluorescence intensity was measured by FACS. Surface expression of all four proteins was increased in the μ1 KO cells, but all four μ1 constructs rescued the phenotype. Data represent mean fold change ± SEM (n = 3 repeats; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; one-way ANO VA and Bonferroni post hoc test). (c) Cytosolic tail sequences of AP-1 cargo proteins with possible sorting signals highlighted in color (YXXΦ, pink; acidic cluster, blue; dileucine, green; and retromer sorting signal, purple). (d) Proteomics analysis of CCV-enriched fractions from SIL AC-labeled KO and rescue cells. Abundance ratios (WT or rescue/KO) were plotted for several selected proteins. For each condition, three independent experiments were performed, once with a label swap. The normalized ratios were pooled together, log 2 -transformed, and averaged. All of the µ1 constructs rescued the KO phenotype.
This effect was substantially reduced in the μ1 KO cells, but it was not completely abolished. Previous studies making use of siRNA to deplete AP-1 also showed inhibition but not elimination of Nef activity (Roeth et al., 2004; Lubben et al., 2007) , and the present study indicates that Nef is partially functional even when AP-1 is completely absent. Adding back WT μ1 largely restored the ability of Nef to down-regulate HLA-A2. Interestingly, however, in this case the μ1 mutants did not behave like the WT protein. The basic patch mutant only partially rescued the KO phenotype, and the W408S and double mutants did not rescue the phenotype at all (Fig. 8 b) . This is the first demonstration that Nef needs both the basic patch and the YXXΦ binding site on μ1 for efficient down-regulation of MHC-I in vivo.
Discussion
We have successfully used forward genetic screens in human near-haploid cells to identify machinery involved in clathrinmediated trafficking of both YXXΦ and acidic cluster proteins. Forward genetic screens offer several advantages over siRNA screens. They are considerably faster, they are much less expensive, and off-target hits are virtually nonexistent because the only genes that are pursued are those that have been independently disrupted multiple times. Moreover, the disruptions produce a complete rather than a partial loss of a protein of interest. However, if a gene is essential for life, siRNA screens may be more informative, so the two approaches are complementary. Because we have now performed both types of screens to look for increased surface expression of CD8-YAAL, we can directly compare the hits, and there is only one in common, dynamin-2. The other eight well-characterized hits from the siRNA screen-clathrin heavy chain, the AP-2 μ subunit, and six subunits of the vacuolar ATPase (Kozik et al., 2013 )-were not identified in the forward genetic screen. Interestingly, seven of these eight genes are predicted to be essential in KBM7 cells, which explains why we did not detect them (Blomen et al., 2015) . In contrast, we did detect CALM, which is a known player in clathrin-mediated endocytosis, but which was not picked up in our siRNA screen. Thus, a complete removal of the protein may be necessary to get a robust effect on clathrin-mediated endocytosis.
However, the major aim of our screens was to find machinery involved in the sorting of acidic cluster-containing proteins, and here we identified two hits with increased surface expression and two with decreased surface expression. Although little is known about either of the two hits with decreased surface expression, there are reasons to believe that at least one of them, the small GTPase Rab10, is physiologically relevant. Rab10 has been implicated in the recycling of specific cargo from endo- Figure 8 . Down-regulation of MHC-I by Nef cannot be rescued by mutant μ1. WT, µ1 KO, and µ1 rescue HeLa cells stably expressing HLA-A2 were transfected with Nef-GFP on day 1, moved to 26°C on day 2, and FACS-assayed for surface HLA-A2 and GFP on day 3. (a) Histogram overlays show the surface HLA-A2 fluorescence in cells expressing moderate levels of Nef (gated for moderate GFP expression, gray) with the surface HLA-A2 fluorescence in cells not expressing Nef (GFP-negative, white), for each of the six cell lines. (b) The relative down-regulation of HLA-A2 caused by Nef was calculated as a ratio of the mean surface HLA-A2 in the presence and absence of Nef. Data represent mean ± SEM (n = 4 repeats; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; one-way ANO VA and Bonferroni post hoc test). The µ1 mutants showed a definite phenotype: the basic patch mutant only partially rescued the KO phenotype, and the W408S and double mutants did not rescue the phenotype at all. somes back to the plasma membrane (Sano et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2012) , so loss of Rab10 may cause CD8-Furin* to accumulate in endosomes and become lost from the cell surface. In addition, a genetic interaction between Rab10 and AP-1 has been reported in C. elegans (Michaux et al., 2011) . It is less clear why knocking out the other gene, KLHL21, would cause decreased surface expression of CD8-Furin, because all that is known about KLHL21 is that it interacts with Cullin3 to form part of an E3 ligase implicated in mitosis (Maerki et al., 2009) . Further studies will be needed to find out whether it also participates in membrane traffic. One of the two hits with increased surface expression of CD8-Furin*, WDR11, is also poorly characterized. However, it was identified together with AP1M1 and other trafficking machinery in an siRNA screen for hits that sensitize cells to the toxin ricin (Bassik et al., 2013) . Thus, even though WDR11 does not behave like a CCV-associated protein (Borner et al., 2014) , two independent studies indicate that it contributes to the sorting of CCV cargo proteins.
Our fourth hit was the AP-1 μ1 subunit. The AP complexes always operate as heterotetramers, so one might have expected other subunits to have been identified as hits as well. However, most of the subunits are encoded by more than one gene, including μ1, for which there are two genes in mammals, but the second one (AP1M2) is expressed only in polarized epithelial cells (Ohno et al., 1999) . In contrast, the three genes encoding the small (σ1) subunit are all expressed ubiquitously. The β1 gene is single copy; however, β1 and β2 diverged relatively recently and can substitute for each other (they are the only AP subunits that are at all promiscuous; Page and Robinson, 1995) . There are also two copies of the γ gene, AP1G1 and AP1G2, although little is known about AP1G2. Interestingly, μ1 (but not other AP-1 subunits) was also identified as a hit in a life-ordeath screen performed in KBM7 cells for genes involved in cell killing by a Pseudomonas aeruginosa exotoxin (Tafesse et al., 2014) . The authors assumed that this was because AP-1 was involved in the trafficking of the toxin, but another strong hit was furin, which processes the toxin, so AP-1 might also contribute to toxicity by localizing furin to the right compartment.
Contrary to a previous study (Meyer et al., 2000) , we found that AP-1 KO cells were still able to make intracellular CCVs, but they were smaller than normal and with an altered protein content. Predictably, AP-1 itself was most strongly depleted from the CCV-enriched fraction, but there were also reductions in other machinery and cargo, in particular the acidic cluster-containing protein CPD (furin is of very low abundance in HeLa cells and was not detected in the preparation). However, some proteins were either unaffected or actually increased, including GGAs and their cargo. By comparing these results with the results of our previous study on CCVs from AP-1 KS cells , we can gain some insights into how cells adapt to the loss of AP-1 in the short and long term. In the KS CCV-enriched fraction, virtually all of the proteins known to be associated with intracellular CCVs were depleted twofold or more . Therefore, when AP-1 is rapidly removed from the available pool (i.e., within 10 min), the cell does not have time to adjust, and consequently it is unable to make the population of CCVs that would normally contain AP-1. In a KO, however, the cell has many days to compensate for the loss of AP-1 by up-regulating other trafficking pathways, and this ensures that most cargo reaches its appropriate destination. Getting hydrolases to the lysosome appears to be particularly important. But one cargo protein that fails to be packaged into CCVs in the μ1 KO cells is CPD, and this is further evidence that acidic cluster-containing proteins are sorted directly by AP-1.
Although it has been widely assumed that cargo proteins with acidic clusters use the same sorting machinery as Nef, up until now there has been no evidence that this is in fact the case, other than the finding that both require AP-1. All of the acidic clusters on endogenous proteins contain casein kinase II phosphorylation sites, while the Nef acidic cluster does not, suggesting that they might interact with different partners. However, we found in both our pulldowns and our biophysical assays that the phosphorylated furin tail and the MHC-I-Nef chimera bind to the μ1 C-terminal domain, and that optimal binding requires both the basic patch and the YXXΦ binding site, indicating that the molecular mechanisms for cargo recognition and Nefinduced MHC-I down-regulation are the same.
We were able to use our μ1 KO cells as a background to test the importance of these two binding sites on in vivo. Surprisingly, mutating the basic patch or the YXXΦ binding site, either alone or together, made virtually no difference to the sorting of various cargo proteins. Most of these cargo proteins are missorted to a greater or lesser degree when AP-1 is knocked out, so the explanation does not seem to be that they can use other AP complexes. Instead, the cargo proteins appear to have multiple sorting signals, so abolishing one or even two interactions has no obvious effect.
In contrast, HIV-1 Nef appears to need both of the binding sites on μ1 to down-regulate MHC-I effectively. The importance of the YXXΦ binding site had already been tested in living cells, although not in a μ1-null background (Wonderlich et al., 2008) , so the inability of the W408S mutant to rescue the μ1 KO phenotype was not unexpected. However, the interaction between the acidic cluster on Nef and the basic patch on μ1 had never been tested in vivo, and without such a test, there is always the possibility that the interaction might be an artifact of crystal packing. Unlike the W408S mutant, the basic patch mutant did at least partially rescue the KO phenotype, but this is consistent with studies on Nef itself and on MHC-I. The tyrosine in MHC-I is absolutely essential for down-regulation to occur (Le Gall et al., 1998) , and this agrees with our rescue data. However, mutagenesis studies have shown that neutralizing the acidic cluster on Nef impairs its ability to down-regulate MHC-I but does not completely abolish it Lubben et al., 2007) , and this also agrees with our rescue data. It also fits in with our in vitro binding data, where mutating the basic patch had less of an effect than mutating the YXXΦ binding site.
Why do the mutant μ1 constructs rescue the CCV cargo sorting phenotype, but not the Nef-induced down-regulation phenotype? One difference between endogenous cargo proteins and Nef is that the endogenous proteins are much more ancient. Orthologues of many of the human CCV cargo proteins are also found in CCVs from Drosophila S2 cells, including furin, CPD, and hydrolase receptors (Borner et al., 2014) . Like the human proteins, the Drosophila proteins appear to have multiple sorting signals, including acidic clusters. The lineages that gave rise to insects and vertebrates are thought to have split more than 500 million years ago (Erwin and Davidson, 2002; Peterson et al., 2004) , so the genes encoding these proteins must all predate that split, and the presence of multiple sorting signals must confer selective advantages. These advantages may include the availability of backup mechanisms if one sorting step fails ("belt and braces"), the ability to fine-tune the steady-state localizations of the various proteins and the pathways they traverse, and the possibility of turning on or off one signal at a time (e.g., by phosphorylation). In contrast, Nef is a much more recent innovation, with no apparent homologues outside of primate lentiviruses, and it may not need to be very sophisticated, as long as it can do its job.
Nef down-regulates other proteins in addition to MHC-I, including the HIV-1 coreceptor CD4 and the SER INCs, which are proteins of unknown function whose presence in the virion greatly impairs infectivity (Chaudhuri et al., 2007; Usami et al., 2015) . Interestingly, CD4 and SER INCs are kept off the plasma membrane by a different mechanism, which involves AP-2 rather than AP-1, specifically its dileucine binding site. Another HIV-1 regulatory protein, Vpu, also down-regulates CD4, as well as other proteins including an alanine transporter, SNAT1 (Matheson et al., 2015) , and tetherin, a protein that attaches newly budded virions to the host cell plasma membrane so they cannot escape and infect other cells (Neil et al., 2008) . In the case of tetherin, AP-1 has been shown to be involved. Like MHC-I, the binding of tetherin to the YXXΦ binding site of μ1 appears to be strengthened by an interaction between Vpu and the dileucine binding site of AP-1 (Neil et al., 2008) . It will be important to find out whether these dileucine interactions are essential for down-regulation and also whether mutating key dileucine-binding residues in the AP-1 and AP-2 complexes inhibits down-regulation without appreciably affecting the sorting of endogenous proteins. The trend revealed by the present study suggests that even though endogenous proteins and pathogen virulence factors may make use of some of the same trafficking machinery, the endogenous proteins are much better at tolerating the disruption of single binding sites. There is a lot of interest in designing drugs that target interactions between HIV-encoded proteins and host proteins (Jäger et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2014) , but the assumption has always been that these interactions must be unique to the virus, because otherwise the drugs would have unacceptable side effects. However, such interactions may be difficult to uncover, or even nonexistent. The present study indicates that in some cases, it may be possible to target highly conserved interactions that are shared by host cell proteins, and still preferentially block the function of the viral proteins.
Materials and methods
Antibodies and peptides
Antibodies used in this study include in-house antibodies against clathrin heavy chain (Hilda, rabbit; Simpson et al., 1996) and commercially available antibodies against AP-1 γ (mAb100/3, mouse; A4200; Sigma-Aldrich), AP-1 μ1 and AP-2 μ2 (AP50, mouse; 611351; BD Biosciences; although raised against μ2, this antibody cross-reacts with μ1), CIM PR (2G11, mouse; ab2733; Abcam), HLA-A2 (BB7.2, mouse; 558570; BD Biosciences), KIAA0319L (mouse; ab105385; Abcam), myc-tag (4A6, mouse; 05-724; Millipore) and Alexa Fluor 647-labeled anti-CD8 (MCA1226A647, mouse; Serotec). The mouse monoclonal antibody against GGA2 was a gift from D. Brooks (Women's and Children's Hospital, North Adelaide, Australia). HRP-labeled secondary antibodies were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and fluorescently labeled secondary antibodies Alexa Fluor 488-labeled donkey anti-mouse IgG (A21202), Alexa Fluor 594-labeled donkey antirabbit IgG (A21207), and Alexa Fluor 647-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG (A21244) were from Invitrogen.
Synthetic peptides were obtained from Genscript. The WT furin peptides included residues 759-780 of human furin flanked by serine residues, phosphorylated at residues 773 and 775 (asterisks) or nonphosphorylated (SSY KGL PPE AWQ EECP*S*D*S*EED EGS). The acidic cluster mutant (Furin AC-) included the same residues with the mutation 776-EEDE-779 to 776-AAAA-779 (SSY KGL PPE AWQ EEC PSD SAA AAGS). The AC only truncated peptide included residues 768-780 (QEE CPS DSE EDEG). The TGN38 peptide sequence was CKV TRR PKA SDY QRL.
Constructs
CD8-YAAL-PIR ES was previously generated in-house by Patrycja Kozik (Kozik et al., 2010) . CD8-Furin* was obtained as a synthetic gene from GeneCust Europe. The HLA-A2-PIR ES construct, the lentiviral expression vector pHRS IN-PSF FV -GFP-PPGK -Puro (1020), and the gene-trap retrovirus construct (pGT0-GFP-pA) were gifts from P. Lehner (University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England, UK). The CD8 and HLA-A2 constructs were cloned into the 1020 lentiviral vector with BamHI and NotI. The CD8-CPD construct was previously generated in-house (Harasaki et al., 2005) by cloning the luminal and transmembrane domains of CD8 and the cytosolic tail of CPD into pIRE SNeo2 (BD Biosciences). Nef-GFP-pIRES (pCG.NL43Nef*pIRESgfp; described in Schindler et al., 2003) , was a gift from P. Benaroch (Institut Curie, Paris, France). The mCherrytagged clathrin light-chain plasmid was obtained from Addgene (pmcherry-LCa; 53972). The pIRE SPuro and pEGF PN2 plasmids were from Clontech. WT and mutant AP-1 μ1 constructs were made by synthesizing three different gene-blocks (Integrated DNA Technologies). Block 1 contained the first 677 nucleotides of WT μ1. Two variants of Block 2 (nucleotides 678-1275) were synthesized containing either a WT or a mutant basic patch (K274S, K298S, K302S, R303S, and R304S). Block 1 was ligated with each Block 2 in a pQCX IH retroviral vector (Clontech) carrying hygromycin resistance using Gibson Assembly (NEB). Site-directed mutagenesis (QuikChange Lighting kit; Agilent Technologies) was used to create the W408S and the double mutant. The WT and mutant µ1 MHD (residues 158-423) were cloned into the pMW172H6Myc vector (generated in D. Owen's laboratory; Miller et al., 2007) containing N-terminal His 6 and myc tags using NdeI and HindIII sites. The Avitag (Cull and Schatz, 2000) was introduced at the µ1 MHD C terminus by PCR. GST was produced from the pGEX-4T-2 plasmid (GE Healthcare), and all GST-fusion proteins were constructed in this parental vector. The MHC-I-Nef fusion chimera was generated by fusing HLA-A2 residues 338-365 directly to full length HIV-1 Nef as described in Jia et al. (2012) . This construct and the furin cytosolic tail sequences (residues 739-794), both WT and Y759A mutant, were cloned into pGEX-4T-2 using the BamHI and NotI sites. Site-directed mutagenesis was used to mutate the acidic cluster in the furin cytosolic tail (QuikChange Lighting kit).
Tissue culture
KBM7 cells were cultured in Iscove's modified Dulbecco's medium, human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293ET, and HeLa M cells in RPMI 1640 (all from Sigma-Aldrich). In all cases, the medium was supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (vol/vol), 2 mM l-glutamine, 100 U/ ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin (all from Sigma-Aldrich). Each cell line was regularly screened for absence of mycoplasma contamination by DAPI staining and treated with Micoplasma Removal Agent (MP Biomedicals).
For proteomics, cells were grown in SIL AC medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) dialyzed fetal calf serum (10,000 molecular weight cut-off; Invitrogen), penicillin/streptomycin, and either "heavy" amino acids (l -arginine -13C615N4 :HCl [50 mg/l] and l -lysine -13C615N2 :2HCl [100 mg/l]; Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) or the equivalent "light" amino acids. Cells were grown in SIL AC medium over seven doublings to achieve metabolic labeling.
Stable cell line production
Virus was produced in HEK 293ET cells as described previously (Duncan et al., 2012) . Typically, HEK 293ET cells greater than 90% confluent in a six-well plate were transfected with 2 µg total DNA using Mirus TransIT-293 transfection reagent. The viral vectors plus the packaging plasmids pMD.GagPol and pMD.VSVG (retrovirus) or pCMVΔ8.91 and pMD.VSVG (lentivirus) were mixed in a ratio of 50:30:15 in 50 µl OptiMEM (Invitrogen), then mixed with 8 µl transfection reagent diluted in 200 µl OptiMEM, incubated for 20 min at RT, and added dropwise to the HEK 293ET cells growing in medium without antibiotics. The virus-containing supernatant was harvested 48 h post-transfection, filtered through a 0.45-µm filter, supplemented with 10 µg/ml hexadimethrine bromide (Polybrene; Sigma-Aldrich), and applied directly to the target cells. KBM7 cells were also centrifuged at 1,800 rpm for 45 min. After 3 h, fresh medium was added, and transgene expression was assayed 48 h later.
Haploid genetic screen
Haploid genetic screens were performed as described previously (Carette et al., 2009; Duncan et al., 2012) . In brief, 10 8 KBM7 cells stably expressing CD8-YAAL or CD8-Furin* were mutagenized by transduction with a gene-trap retrovirus (pGT0-GFP-pA), grown for 7 d, and then sorted by FACS for high and low CD8 expression using a Becton Dickinson Influx cell sorter. A further sort to purify the CD8 high and CD8 low populations was performed 7 d later. Genomic DNA was extracted from the sorted populations and the retroviral integration sites mapped by splinkerette-PCR and 454 pyrosequencing as explained by Duncan et al. (2012) .
CRI SPR/Cas9-mediated gene disruption
The Zhang online CRI SPR design tool (http ://crispr .mit .edu; Hsu et al., 2013) was used to identify suitable gRNA targets in exons 2 (5′-CCG GAA CTA CCG TGG CGA CG-3′), 3 (5′-CGA CAC GCA CGC GTT CTT CT-3′), and 4 (5′-TGT TAT CAT CTA CGA GCT GC-3′) of the AP1M1 gene. Each gRNA was ordered as a pair of complementary oligonucleotides (Sigma-Aldrich) with the sequences 5′-CAC CGN20-3′ and 5′-AAA CN20C-3′, annealed and cloned into the BbsI site of the dual Cas9 and gRNA expression vector pX330 (Addgene). HeLa M cells were transfected with pX330 and pIRESpuro (Clontech) in a ratio of 3:1 using the TransIT-HeLaMON STER transfection kit (Mirus Bio). Puromycin (1 µg/ml) selection was started 48 h after transfection. The efficiency of the KO was assessed in the mixed populations by Western blotting and immunofluorescence. Single-cell clones were isolated by serial dilution of the cells and tested for µ1 KO by Western blotting and immunofluorescence. The two clones selected from the exon 2 and exon 4 populations were further validated by sequencing. Genomic DNA was harvested using a High Pure PCR Template Purification kit (Roche), and PCR was used to amplify a ∼500-bp region around the target sites. The PCR products were then blunt-end-cloned (Zero Blunt PCR Cloning kit; Invitrogen), and 10 (for exon 2) and 29 (for exon 4) clones were sent for Sanger sequencing with the M13_F primer (Beckman Coulter Genomics). Two frame-shifted sequences for AP1M1 were identified in the cells where exon 2 had been disrupted, one with a single-base deletion and one with a two-base deletion: 5′-CTC ATC TGC CGG AAC TAC CGT GGC−ACG TGG ACA TGT CA,CTC ATC TGC CGG AAC TAC CGT GG−−ACG TGG ACA TGT CA-3′.
In the cells in which exon 4 had been disrupted, only one sequence was found (even after sequencing 29 independent clones), which had an in-frame deletion of 12 nucleotides: 5′-GAC AAC TTT GTT ATC ATC TACG−−−−−−−−−−−−AGC TC-3′, removing a highly conserved four-residue sequence in the middle of an α helix, which presumably makes the protein unstable.
Flow cytometry
Approximately 10 6 cells were trypsinized when required, washed with PBS, and incubated with primary antibody for 30 min at 4°C. After the incubation, the cells were washed twice with PBS and incubated with fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibody for 30 min at 4°C. A further three washes in PBS were performed, and the samples were analyzed on a FAC SCalibur instrument (BD Biosciences). Data analysis was performed using CEL LQuest (Becton Dickinson) and FlowJo software (Tree Star). 10,000 live cells (identified by their forward scatter/ side scatter profile) were analyzed for each sample. When required, the cells were cotransfected with a CD8 chimera and a pEGFP-N2 plasmid in a 3:1 ratio 48 h before analysis, and the GFP fluorescence was used to gate for transfected cells. The mean intensity fluorescence was obtained as the geometric mean of the recorded/gated events and the fold change in the surface levels of the labeled protein calculated by dividing the geometric mean for each KO or rescue condition by that of WT cells for each independent experiment. The mean of three or more experiments was obtained and the SEM was calculated. Statistically significant differences were determined using a two-tailed independent-samples t test (homogeneity of variance tested with Levene's test) when only two samples were compared. Otherwise, one-way ANO VAs followed by Bonferroni post hoc tests were used.
HLA-A2 down-regulation by Nef WT, µ1 KO, and rescue HeLa cells expressing HLA-A2 were transfected with Nef-GFP-pIRES and moved to a 26°C incubator 24 h later. The cells were labeled with anti-HLA-A2 and analyzed by flow cytometry on a FAC SCalibur instrument 48 h post-transfection. Dot plots for GFP versus HLA-A2 were plotted and gates drawn around Nef-GFP negative and positive (moderate expression) populations. The HLA-A2 mean fluorescence intensity of the gated populations was used to calculate the percentage HLA-A2 down-regulation by Nef by applying this equation: [1 − (HLA-A2 Nef/HLA-A2 no Nef) × 100]. The mean down-regulation achieved by Nef in two different clonal cell lines and three independent experiments was calculated. Statistically significant differences were determined using one-way ANO VA followed by a Bonferroni post hoc test.
Fluorescence microscopy
Cells grown on glass coverslips (13 mm). They were fixed at RT in 3.3% (vol/vol) paraformaldehyde in PBS and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) made up in PBS-BSA (0.5% BSA in PBS). Primary and Alexa Fluor-conjugated secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor 488 and 594) were diluted in PBS-BSA and incubated for 45 min at RT. Each incubation was followed by at least five washes in PBS-BSA and a final three washes in PBS only. The coverslips were mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Where representative images are shown, the experiment was repeated at least three times and imaging 40 fields. Where KO cell lines were used, at least two independent clones generated with different gRNAs were compared with WT cells. Wide-field fluorescent images were captured at RT with an AxioImager Z2 motorized upright microscope (63×/1.4 NA oil immersion objective; ZEI SS) equipped with a and AxioCam 506 (ZEI SS) and ORCA Flash 4 v2 (Hamamatsu) cameras. AxioVision and ZenBlue analysis software (ZEI SS) was used for image acquisition and processing. WT and μ1 KO HeLa cells transfected with clathrin-mCherry were grown on 25-mm round coverslips and imaged at 37°C in CO 2 -independent medium (Invitrogen) using a Cell Observer SD microscope equipped with a 63×/1.4 NA objective lens, a chargecoupled device camera (AxioCam MRm), and AxioVision software version 4.8 (all from ZEI SS).
Electron microscopy
For conventional electron microscopy, WT and µ1 KO HeLa cells were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde/2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2, and postfixed with 1% osmium tetroxide, followed by incubation with 1% tannic acid to enhance contrast. Cells were dehydrated using increasing percentages of ethanol before being embedded onto epoxy resin (Agar Scientific) stubs. Ultrathin sections were cut using a diamond knife mounted to a Reichert Ultracut S ultramicrotome, and floating sections were collected onto copper grids. Grids were poststained with drops of lead citrate. Sections were viewed on an FEI Tecnai transmission electron microscope at a working voltage of 80 kV. The diameters of CCVs in the vicinity of the Golgi were quantified using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health). Eight different cells were analyzed for each condition (WT or KO), and the mean size of CCVs was calculated. Statistical significance was determined with a two-tailed independent-samples t test assuming equal variances.
SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting
Cells were lysed in 2.5% (wt/vol) SDS/50mM Tris, pH 8.0. Lysates were incubated at 65°C, passed through a QIAshredder column (QIA GEN), and boiled in NuPAGE LDS sample buffer. Samples were loaded at equal protein amounts for SDS-PAGE, performed on NuP-AGE 4%-12% Bis-Tris gels in NuPAGE MOPS SDS Running Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). PageRuler Plus Prestained Protein Ladder (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to estimate the molecular size of bands. After electrophoresis using constant voltage, gels were either stained in Coomassie blue (SimplyBlue SafeStain; Thermo Fisher Scientific) or transferred to nitrocellulose membrane by wet transfer. Membranes were blocked in 5% wt/vol milk in PBS with 0.1% v/vTween-20 (PBS-T). Primary antibodies were added for at least 1 h at RT, followed by washing in PBS-T, incubation in secondary antibody for 30 min at RT, and final washes in PBS-T and PBS. Chemiluminescence detection of HRP-conjugated secondary antibody/protein-A was performed using AmershamECL Prime Western Blotting Detection Reagent (GE Healthcare) and x-ray film (Kodak). Where representative blots are shown, the experiment was repeated at least two times.
Preparation of CCV-enriched fractions
CCV-enriched fractions were prepared as described previously (Borner et al., 2006 . In short, eight confluent 16-cm dishes of HeLa cells were scraped into ∼7 ml of buffer A (0.1 M MES, pH 6.5 [adjusted with NaOH], 0.2 mM EGTA, and 0.5 mM MgCl 2 ), homogenized with a motorized Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer, and centrifuged at 4,000 g for 32 min. The supernatant was treated with 50 µg/ml RNase A (MP Biomedicals) for 60 min at 4°C. Partially digested ribosomes were pelleted by centrifugation (4,000 g for 3 min) and discarded. Membranes were pelleted by spinning at 55,000 rpm for 40 min in a MLA-80 rotor (Beckman Coulter) and then resuspended in ∼400 µl buffer A using a 1 ml hand-held Dounce homogenizer. The suspension was mixed with an equal volume of 12.5% Ficoll/12.5% sucrose in buffer A and centrifuged in a TLA-100 rotor at 20,000 rpm for 34 min to pellet the bulk of the non-CCV membranes. The supernatant was diluted with four volumes of buffer A, and the CCVs were collected by spinning in a TLA-100 rotor at 35,000 rpm for 30 min. The final CCV-enriched pellet was resuspended in 30-50 µl of 1× sample buffer (in 2.5% SDS buffer) and heated to 65°C for 3 min. Protein concentrations were estimated with a BCA assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
For binary comparisons, CCV fractions prepared from SIL AC heavy and SIL AC light cells were pooled (∼20-50 µg protein per fraction; equal amounts pooled). Samples were adjusted with 1:3 volumes of 4× sample buffer (10% [wt/vol] SDS, 40% [vol/vol] glycerol, 8% [vol/vol] 2-mercaptoethanol, and 200 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8), reduced at 90°C for 3 min, and separated in a single lane by SDS-PAGE. Gels were stained with Coomassie blue, and each lane was cut into 20 slices. Proteins were reduced, alkylated with iodoacetamide, digested in-gel using trypsin, and analyzed by LC-MSMS using a Q Exactive coupled to an RSLCnano3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Proteomics data analysis
The raw data files were processed using MaxQuant 1.3.0.5 with requantify and match between runs features enabled. The primary output for each SIL AC comparison of CCVs was a list of identified proteins, a ratio of relative abundance (heavy/light ratio), and the number of quantification events (count). Each MaxQuant output file was formatted in an identical manner: reverse hits, proteins identified only by site, common contaminants, and proteins with no gene name were removed. Proteins with (non-normalized) ratios >50 or <0.02 were removed, as these were outside the theoretical range that could be observed with a SIL AC labeling efficiency of <98%. In the case of duplicate entries for the same protein, the entry with the smaller number of quantification events was deleted. Ratios were normalized by dividing each heavy/ light ratio by the median of all the heavy/light ratios for each experiment, and the ratios for the label swap experiment were inverted. The normalized ratios were log 2 -transformed and the data sets for all three independent experiments pooled together and averaged. This produced a list of protein ratios identified in all experiments. The list was plotted entirely in scatterplots to compare two repeats of the same experiment, or the ratios for selected proteins of interests were plotted together in a column graph to compare the ability of the different μ1 constructs to rescue the KO phenotype.
Protein expression and purification
All recombinant proteins were expressed in BL21(DE3) pLysS cells for 16 h at 22°C after induction with 0.2 mM IPTG. Cells were lysed and insoluble material removed by centrifugation. GST fusion proteins were bound to glutathione-Sepharose 4B in 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, 4 mM DTT, and 0.1 mM ABE SF and were eluted with buffer containing 30 mM glutathione. N-terminally His 6 -and Myc-tagged µ1 MHD (residues 158-423) was purified on Ni 2+ -NTA agarose beads in buffer A (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and 0.1 mM ABE SF) and eluted in the same buffer containing 300 mM imidazole. µ1 MHD proteins were purified on a HiLoad 26/600 Superdex S200 gel filtration column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer A. For ITC, the buffer was exchanged using a PD-10 column (GE Healthcare) into 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl and 0.25 mM TCEP.
GST pull-down assays GST or GST fusion protein (30-50 µg) was diluted in cold assay buffer composed of 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, 0.1% NP-40, and 2 mM DTT up to a final volume of 400 µl. Cold 50% glutathione-Sepharose bead slurry in assay buffer (60 µl) was then added to each tube. After incubation at 4°C with continuous mixing for 30 min, the Sepharose beads were washed three times with 1 ml of cold assay buffer (500 g, 1 min, 4°C). After the third spin, the buffer was carefully aspirated and was replaced with 90 µg of H6mycµ1 protein diluted into 300 µl of assay buffer. After incubation at 4°C for 60 min with constant mixing, the supernatants were removed, and the beads were washed three times in 0.5 ml of assay buffer and one final time in 1 ml of buffer (500 g, 1 min, 4°C). The bound proteins were eluted from the beads by mixing at 95°C for 5 min in reducing SDS sample buffer (2×) and were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting with anti-Myc antibody followed by rabbit anti-mouse HRP. All pulldowns were repeated at least three times to account for reproducibility.
The GST-Furin WT fusion protein was phosphorylated using casein kinase II (P6010; NEB) following the manufacturer's instructions. The extent of phosphorylation was confirmed by mass spectrometry. The GST-Furin phosphorylated sample was digested with trypsin in solution, and the resulting peptides were analyzed using a Q Exactive coupled to an RSLCnano3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Raw files were processed in Proteome Discoverer 1.4 and searched against a Uniprot Human database (downloaded August 11, 2016) using MAS COT version 2.4 with oxidized methionine and phosphorylated serine/threonine set as variable modifications. Peptides were filtered to high confidence using Percolator, and Precursor Ions Area Detector node was enabled. On the basis of the peptide peak areas, 99.8% of furin peptides were phosphorylated: 68% on both Ser773 and Ser775 and 31.8% on Ser773 only.
ITC
All ITC experiments were performed in buffer containing 200 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, and 0.25 mM TCEP at 12°C. The synthetic peptides were dissolved in the same buffer. Experiments were performed using a Nano ITC microcalorimeter (TA Instruments). The µ1 MHD at concentrations ∼0.03-0.1 mM was placed in the cell at 12°C, and peptides (1 mM) were titrated in 20 2.4-µl injections separated by 2.5 min, preceded by a single 1.0-µl mock injection. An appropriate peptide into buffer blank was subtracted from all data runs, and for constructs that displayed measurable binding, a minimum of four independent runs that showed clear saturation of binding were used to calculate the mean K D of the reaction, its stoichiometry (n), and their corresponding thermodynamic values. Analysis of results and final figure preparation were performed using the NanoAnalyze software.
SPR
Experiments were performed on a Biacore T200 (GE Healthcare). First, streptavidin recombinant protein (pro-791; Generon) was coupled in PBS buffer to Series S CM5 Sensor Chips (BR-1005-30; GE Healthcare) by the amine coupling protocol specified in Biacore T200 Control Software with reagents purchased from GE Healthcare. In brief, after the sensor surfaces were activated by applying a 1:1 mixture of 50 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide: 200 mM 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride provided in the Biacore Amine Coupling kit (BR-1000-50; GE Healthcare), the streptavidin was diluted to 0.4 mg/ml in 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.0 (BR-1003-49; GE Healthcare), and injected into all flow cells at 5 µl/min, until ∼1,200 resonance units of protein was immobilized. 1 M ethanolamine, pH 8.5, was then injected to block remaining active sites on all four flow cells. Next, Avi-tagged GFP (flow cell 1) or Cterminally Avi-tagged µ1 (WT: flow cell 2; basic patch mutant: flow cell 3; W408S mutant: flow cell 4) were injected in the gel filtration buffer (500 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4, and 1 mM DTT). Saturated binding resulted in an observed increase of ∼1,800 resonance units in each flow cell. The binding analysis was performed at 12°C in 200 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4, and 1 mM DTT. No binding was observed in the presence of 0.5M NaCl. Peptides between 200 and 1.56 µM concentration for the furin peptides, and 50-0.195 µM for the TGN38 peptide, were injected at 30 µl/min for 240 s, followed by 300-s wash. Between each sample injection, the chip was regenerated by injecting 2.6 M NaCl, 5 mM Tris, pH 7.4, and 0.5 mM DTT at 30 µl/min for 20 s, waiting 300 s for the baseline to stabilize. Sensorgrams were processed with Biacore T200 Evaluation Software version 2.0.1 (GE Healthcare). Equilibrium dissociation constants (K D ) for binding were determined from the best fit curves to the equation for a single binding site between µ1 and peptide.
Online supplemental material
Table S1 is a complete data set comparing CCV-enriched fractions from control and KO cells.
